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I. THE ANIMAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT AND OPEN RECORDS LAWS

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and state open records laws have long been instrumental in shedding light on issues of public concern. Using these laws, journalists and others have obtained the Central

† J.D., Columbia Law School, 2010; B.A., Columbia University, 2005. For her feedback on earlier drafts, I am grateful to Anna Kadyshevich.
Intelligence Agency’s “torture memos,” uncovered information about New York’s air quality after the 2001 collapse of the World Trade Center, and publicized the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) investigations into feminist groups in the 1970s, among countless other issues. In the animal rights and animal welfare movements, activists have likewise used FOIA and state open records laws for their own ends. This section first discusses the purpose and general structure of FOIA and state open records laws, and then looks at how animal rights and animal welfare activists have used these laws in pursuing their causes.

A. The Federal Freedom of Information Act and State Open Records Laws

FOIA was enacted in 1966 with the goal of “ensur[ing] an informed citizenry, vital to the functioning of a democratic society, [was able to] to check against corruption and to hold the governors accountable to the governed.” To that end, FOIA imposes a disclosure obligation on each government “agency”—a term that includes departments and agencies within the executive branch but excludes the courts and legislatures. Unless an exemption applies, each agency must “make available to the public” its “records.”

8. Id. § 552(a); see also id. § 552(f)(2)(A)–(B) (“‘record’... includes any information that would be an agency record subject to the requirements of this section when maintained
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FOIA’s disclosure obligation does not turn on the particular purpose for which a record is sought, but rather on the nature of record and the record’s relationship to FOIA’s overarching goal of transparency. In keeping with this goal, the ability to obtain records does not generally depend on who is seeking them; rather, agencies must generally make records available to any person.

FOIA does not, however, authorize disclosure of any and all government records; rather, it contains nine enumerated exemptions. Most relevant here, FOIA’s personal privacy exemption exempts from disclosure “personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” In determining whether this exemption applies to these types of files, the court uses a balancing test, weighing the interest of protecting an individual’s private affairs from unnecessary public scrutiny against the interest of the public in the preservation of the public’s right to governmental information. In U.S. Department of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of Press, for instance, the Supreme Court found that the disclosure of FBI rap sheets to a third party “could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy” under FOIA’s personal privacy exemption.

Yet in line with FOIA’s principle of broad disclosure, FOIA’s nine exemptions are interpreted narrowly. Accordingly, “[t]he Freedom of Information Act should be administered with a clear presumption: In the face of doubt, openness prevails.” Further, even if an exemption may

by an agency in any format, including an electronic format; and any information maintained for an agency by an entity under Government contract, for the purposes of records management.). With similar goals, in 1972 Congress enacted the Federal Open Meetings Law, which generally opens agency meetings to the public. Federal Advisory Committee Act, Pub. L. No. 92-463, 86 Stat. 770 (1972) (codified as amended at 5 U.S.C. App. (2012)).

12. Id. § 552(b)(6).
13. Rose v. Dep’t of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261, 269–70 (2d Cir. 1974) (quoting Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 674 n.10 (D.C. Cir. 1971)).
14. 489 U.S. at 751, 780 (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C)).
16. Memorandum on Freedom of Information Act, 3 C.F.R. § 337 (2010) (“All agencies should adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure . . . .”). This and other principles in this memorandum, which President Obama issued on his first day in office, have since been codified in FOIA. See FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, Pub. L. No. 114-185, 130 Stat. 538
apply, an agency generally has discretion to disclose requested information. The U.S. Attorney General has thus encouraged the heads of the executive departments and agencies “to make discretionary disclosures of information” and “not withhold records merely because [they] can demonstrate, as a technical matter, that the records fall within the scope of a FOIA exemption.” And President Obama has similarly cautioned against withholding information “merely because public officials might be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and failures might be revealed, or because of speculative or abstract fears.”

While FOIA does not cover state or local governments, every state in the country now has its own, analogous “open records law.” Like the federal act, these state laws have a presumption in favor of disclosure, though some state open records laws take into consideration the identity of the requestor and whether the request is for commercial, political, or litigation purposes. State open records laws also carve out exemptions to the disclosure requirement, with many including a privacy exemption similar to the exemption under FOIA. But while FOIA has only nine enumerated exceptions, some states have significantly more, with Iowa,

17. Notably, while the government may waive certain exemptions, it cannot waive an individual’s privacy right without the prior written consent of “the individual to whom the record pertains.” 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b) (2012). The interest at issue in the privacy exemption belongs to the individual, rather than the agency. Amuso v. Dep’t of Justice, 600 F. Supp. 2d 78, 93 (D.D.C. 2009) (citing Reporters Comm. For Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. at 763–65).


22. WINKLER, supra note 21, at 6. See also, e.g., IND. CODE § 5-14-3-3(f) (Supp. 2015) (“[L]ists of names and addresses . . . [of certain individuals] may not be disclosed by public agencies to commercial entities for commercial purposes and may not be used by commercial entities for commercial purposes.”).
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for instance, exempting sixty-seven categories of records.25

B. Animal Advocates Use Open Records Laws

Animal rights groups have routinely used FOIA and state open records laws to investigate animal mistreatment, generate public awareness of animal welfare issues, and gather information for lawsuits, among other ends. As early as the 1980s, for instance, activists used FOIA to uncover information on a Cornell University study, in which large doses of barbiturates were given to cats and then abruptly withdrawn; following protests, the study was eventually terminated.26 Around the same time, animal rights groups and activists similarly used New York’s Freedom of Information Law to seek information on animal experiments at Stony Brook University.27 More recently, the national animal welfare organization Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) has used state open records laws to investigate the New York City Police Department’s enforcement of laws relating to New York City’s carriage horses28 and to seek documents on the City of Chicago Animal Care and Control’s treatment of sheltered cats and dogs,29 while the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) has sought information from animal agriculture facilities.30

Among the most common targets of open records requests are research institutions conducting experiments on animals. The National Association for Biomedical Research (NABR), a national, nonprofit organization that advocates for the use of animals in biomedical research,31 estimates that in 2015 animal rights groups submitted 265 FOIA requests to the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and 128 requests

27. Lyall, supra note 4.
to the National Institute of Health.32

The significant number of records requests directed at research institutions is not surprising. For one, unlike many private institutions that use animals, research institutions’ records can often be subject to requests. In particular, under the Animal Welfare Act, if a research facility purchases or transports live animals in commerce or obtains public funding, it is required to submit an annual report to APHIS providing details about the facility’s animal use.33 At the state level, many research institutions at state-funded universities likewise have disclosure obligations.34 For instance, in Citizens for Alternatives to Animal Labs, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of the State University of New York, the New York Court of Appeals found that the State University of New York (SUNY) qualified as an “agency” under New York’s Freedom of Information Law, because it was a “governmental entity performing a governmental or proprietary function for the state”,35 accordingly, records regarding the sourcing of dogs and cats from a SUNY research facility were subject to disclosure.36

In addition, open records laws provide one of the few ways for the public to get insight into animal treatment in labs, as research laboratories are often located in windowless rooms37 or basements,38 and kept


33. 9 C.F.R. § 2.36 (2016).

34. See generally Citizens for Alts. to Animal Labs, Inc. v. Bd. of Trs. of the State Univ. of N.Y., 703 N.E.2d 1218 (N.Y. 1998) (discussing how the State University of New York as a state level research institution was subjected to disclosure policies regarding their facility’s animal use).


36. Id. at 1221 (citing Encore Coll. Bookstores, Inc., 663 N.E.2d at 302). But see Students for Animals v. Rector of the University of Virginia, which found that the University of Virginia’s Animal Research Committee was not subject to State’s open meetings law, as “organizations” subject to the law did not include “subordinate, dependent groupings of individuals who are charged with carrying out a part of the mission of a parent body.” 12 Va. Cir. 247, 248–49 (1988); Stoll v. N.Y. State Coll. of Veterinary Med. at Cornell Univ., 723 N.E.2d 65, 69 (N.Y. 1999) (finding that New York State College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell, a “statutory college,” was not an “agency” under New York’s Freedom of Information Law).


38. Ashley P. Taylor, Lab Animals Drowned in Basements During This Hurricane—And
II. ANIMAL RIGHTS EXTREMISM AS JUSTIFICATION FOR CRIMINAL LAWS

While most animal welfare and animal rights activists make their case lawfully, using legal tools like FOIA and state open records laws, a fringe group of so-called animal “extremists” have employed illegal tactics to further their ends. This section discusses how, during the past few decades, the threat of such tactics has been used to justify federal and state criminal laws against such “extremists.”

A. The “Radical Fringe Element” of the Animal Rights Movement

Human concern with animal suffering has long been associated with a broader principle of nonviolence. Jainism, one of India’s oldest religions, prohibits the killing of animals as part of a broader religious duty of ahimsa, or nonviolence. Pythagoras, one of the most prominent early advocates of vegetarianism, saw nonviolence toward animals as a hallmark of an earlier time when “[p]eace filled the world”; it was only the “futile brain [that] / [e]nvied the lions’ diet” who “paved the way for crime.”

The principle of nonviolence remains at the core of today’s animal welfare and animal rights movements. Not surprisingly, People for the...
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), perhaps the most well-known animal rights organization, “maintains a creed of nonviolence and does not advocate actions in which anyone, human or nonhuman, is injured.” 45 Similarly, the HSUS, the nation’s largest animal protection organization, 46 decrees on its website that violence “undermines the core ethic we espouse” and does “fundamental damage to the credibility of the humane movement.” 47 Yet in the early 1970s a small “animal liberation” movement within the animal rights community emerged—a movement that, though rarely violent in the traditional sense of the word, viewed illegal direct action tactics as “the only effective means to lead to the end of animal exploitation.” 48 The most prominent of these animal liberation groups, the Animal Liberation Front (ALF), was founded in Britain in the mid-1970s with the stated aim of pursuing illegal actions and economic sabotage against industries who profit from animal exploitation. 49 The ALF estimates that, in the three decades following its first United States action in 1979, 50 it and similar groups engaged in around 1353 direct actions in the United States, against research labs, pet stores, farms, and other businesses that use animals. 51

Leaders within the animal rights movement have criticized such

47. Statement on Nonviolence, HUMANE SOC’Y U.S., http://www.humanesociety.org/about/policy_statements/statement_on_nonviolence.html (last visited Nov. 4, 2016) (“Any tactic or strategy involving violence toward people undermines the core ethic we espouse. Such tactics are ethically wrong and do fundamental damage to the credibility of the humane movement. Since The HSUS was founded in 1954, we have never engaged in or supported any form of violence done in the name of protecting animals.”).
50. The first known U.S.-based ALF action was the 1979 release of a cat, two dogs, and two guinea pigs at New York University Medical Center. PETER DANIEL YOUNG, ANIMAL LIBERATION FRONT: COMPLETE DIARY OF ACTIONS, THE FIRST 30 YEARS, at x (2010); see also AM. PSYCHOLOGICAL SOC’y, Report to Congress on the Extent and Effects of Domestic and International Terrorism in Animal Enterprises, 36 PSYCHOLOGIST 207, 252 & 258 n.16 (1993).
51. YOUNG, supra note 50, at 1.
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actions as not just theoretically unsound but also practically ineffective. And even critics of the movement have largely acknowledged animal liberationists as a “fringe elements” within the movement. Further, despite having been called by the FBI as one of today’s “most serious domestic [terrorism] threats,” these groups expressly focus their actions on property damage, not violence against persons. Thus, in a 2005 Senate hearing on animal rights extremism, Senator Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey cautioned that it was important to “keep things in perspective”: while “the Oklahoma City bombing killed 168 people[,] the attacks of 9/11 killed 3,000,” and “[s]ince 1993, there have been at least 5 fatal attacks on doctors who performed legal abortions. To date, not a single incident of so-called environmental terrorism has killed anyone.

Moreover, in recent years animal liberation groups have been responsible for just a handful of actions.

**B. Criminal Laws Emerge, Targeting the Radical Fringe**

As the animal liberation movement developed, a series of federal

---

52. See GARY L. FRANCIONE & ROBERT GARNER, THE ANIMAL RIGHTS DEBATE: ABOLITION OR REGULATION? 82 (2010). As Francione notes, “If you destroy five slaughterhouses, and the demand for meat remains the same, the demand will be met, and new slaughterhouses will be built (or existing ones expanded).” Id. at 82–83.


56. See *Eco-Terrorism Hearing*, supra note 54, at 6–7 (statement of Sen. Frank Lautenberg, Member, S. Comm. on Environment and Public Works).

criminal laws directed at animal extremists were introduced. In 1989 Representative Charles Stenholm introduced to Congress the Farm Animal and Research Facilities Protection Act (FARFPA). Targeting the “minority on the fringe of [the] animal rights movement,” the bill sought to impose fines and/or imprisonment on persons who damaged or destroyed an animal facility or any animal or property in or on an “animal facility” without the owner’s consent and with the intent to disrupt or damage the enterprise conducted at the facility.

While the original bill died in committee, Senator Hefflin later introduced a similar bill, which passed in August 1992 as the Animal Enterprise Protection Act of 1992 (AEPA). AEPA created a crime of “animal enterprise terrorism”: a federal offense, punishable by fine and/or imprisonment for up to one year, to intentionally cause physical disruption to the functioning of an animal enterprise by intentionally stealing, damaging, or causing the loss of, any property used by the animal enterprise resulting in damages over ten thousand dollars. Like

---


60. Farm Animal and Research Facilities Protection Act of 1989: Hearing on H.R. 3270 Before the Subcomm. on Dep’t Operations, Research, and Foreign Agric. of the H. Comm. on Agric., 101st Cong. 22 (1990) (statement of Rep. Charles W. Stenholm, Member, Subcomm. on Dep’t Operations, Research, and Foreign Agric. of the Comm. on Agric.).


64. Animal Enterprise Protection Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-346, sec. 2, § 43(a)(2), (b)(1)–(2), 106 Stat. 928, 928. AEPA defined “animal enterprise” as “(A) a commercial or academic enterprise that uses animals for food or fiber production, agriculture, research, or testing; (B) a zoo, aquarium, circus, rodeo, or lawful competitive animal event; or (C) any fair or similar event intended to advance agricultural arts and sciences.” Id. at sec. 2, § 43(d)(1)(A)–(C).

65. Id. at sec. 2, § 43(a)(1)(A), (b)(2)(A). AEPA also provided that a violator of the law could be required to make restitution “for the reasonable cost of repeating any experimentation that was interrupted or invalidated as a result of the offense,” as well as “the loss of food production or farm income reasonably attributable to the offense.” Id. at sec. 2, §
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FARFPA before it, AEPA was a criminal law aimed at criminal actors; it targeted “expressions of extremism on behalf of animal rights” from a “radical fringe element,” rather than acts of the animal rights community generally.

Over a decade after AEPA was passed, animal rights extremists remained a concern of federal lawmakers; one to be addressed by criminal laws. In fact, a 2004 Senate hearing expressly sought to delineate “legitimate animal rights activism” from “fringe activists” engaged in illegal acts. Thus, while one U.S. Attorney testified about the lack of federal criminal statutes to address animal extremism, he cautioned that animal advocates using lawful means “should not be confused with individuals involved in animal enterprise terrorism.” An FBI official at the hearing likewise advocated responding to animal extremism through heightened criminal penalties. Moreover, while noting that prior to attacks the ALF often “obtain[ed] proprietary or confidential information about intended victim companies,” he stated that the ALF did so “through theft or from sympathetic insiders.” FOIA and open records laws were not discussed.

In 2006 Congress passed the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act (AEPA). Finally, AEPA imposed up to ten years of imprisonment on persons causing serious bodily injury and up to life imprisonment on persons causing death.

66. PATTI STRAND, REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE EXTENT AND EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM ON ANIMAL ENTERPRISES 2, 4 (1996).
67. Id. at 1–2 (statement of Sen. Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman, S. Comm. on the Judiciary).
68. See Activism vs. Criminality, supra note 58, at 1 (statement of Sen. Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman, S. Comm. on the Judiciary).
69. Id. at 132, 134 (statement of McGregor W. Scott, U.S. Attorney, E. Dist. of Cal., Sacramento, Cal.).
70. Id. at 4 (statement of John Lewis, Deputy Assistant Dir., Fed. Bureau of Investigation).
71. Id. at 72 (statement of John Lewis, Deputy Assistant Dir., Fed. Bureau of Investigation); see also Eco-Terrorism Hearing, supra note 54, at 40 (statement of John Lewis, Deputy Assistant Dir., Fed. Bureau of Investigation) (“[T]he existing statutes may need refinements to make them more applicable to current animal rights/eco-extremist actions and to give law enforcement more effective means to bring criminals to justice.”).
72. See Activism vs. Criminality, supra note 58.
Syracuse Law Review

(AETA), which broadened AEPA and strengthened its criminal penalties. Testimony supporting the law similarly noted the need for prosecuting “animal rights extremists,” while acknowledging that such extremists comprised only a minority of the animal rights movement.

Outside of the federal sphere, more than half the states have also enacted criminal laws targeting “animal enterprise terrorism” or similar acts. For instance, Georgia’s Farm Animal, Crop and Research Facilities Protection Act provides that a person commits a criminal offense if

without the consent of the owner, the person acquires or otherwise exercises control over an animal facility, an animal from an animal facility, or other property from an animal facility with the intent to deprive the owner of such facility, animal, or property and to disrupt or damage the enterprise conducted at the animal facility.

Other state laws—often called “ag gag” laws or “whistleblower suppression” laws—subject a person to penalties if they enter an animal facility without the owner’s consent. In North Dakota, for instance, if “without the effective consent of the owner,” a person enters “an animal facility and use[s] or attempt[s] to use a camera, video recorder, or any other video or audio recording equipment,” they are subject to a Class C


75. While AEPA penalized any person who intentionally causes “physical disruption” to an animal enterprise, AETA deemed it a crime for any person to “intentionally damage[,] or cause[,] the loss of not just any real or personal property . . . used by an animal enterprise” but also of “any real or personal property of a person or entity having a connection to, relationship with, or transactions with an animal enterprise.” Compare Animal Enterprise Protection Act sec. 2, § 43(d)(3)(B), with Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act sec. 2, § 43(a)(2)(A).

76. Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act sec. 2, § 43(b).

77. See 2006 AETA Hearing, supra note 40, at 5–6 (statement of Brett McIntosh, Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., United States Dep’t of Justice). But see 2006 AETA Hearing, supra note 40, at 16 (statement of Michele Basso, Assistant Professor, Dep’t. of Physiology, Univ. of Wis.), discussed below.

78. LOVITZ, supra note 48, at app. C (State Chart of Laws Protective of Animal Enterprises).


felony. As of March 2016, such bills have been introduced in around half the states, and passed in seven.

III. THE THREAT OF ANIMAL RIGHTS EXTREMISM IS USED TO RESTRICT ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT RECORDS

As noted above, the threat of animal rights extremism has been used to justify federal and state criminal laws targeting these extremists. But this threat has also been used to justify restrictions on the broader public’s right to access records relating to animals. This section first examines the perception of open records laws as increasing the risk of animal rights terrorism. It then discusses two state laws that specifically limit access to certain animal-related records and that were expressly introduced to address the threat of animal rights extremism. Finally, it examines how federal and state courts have both viewed and weighed the public’s right to animal-related government records against the risk that disclosing records poses a public safety threat.

A. Open Records Laws and the Threat of Animal Rights Extremists

Federal lawmakers have largely drawn a line between the illegal tactics used by those on the fringe of the animal rights movement and the lawful means used by the majority. Yet other groups, including some state lawmakers, have viewed the legal tool of open records laws as closely linked to—and sometimes a precursor to—such illegal tactics.
This perception has been longstanding, particularly among those conducting research on animals.\textsuperscript{88} As animal rights activists in the 1980s sought access to research records from the State University of New York at Stony Brook, for instance, the president of the university noted that “[t]here are segments of the animal-rights movement that are truly frightening to us. We’re very concerned about giving access to these extremist groups that would increase the likelihood that our faculty would be harassed, or the fruits of their work would be destroyed.”\textsuperscript{89} According to the president, “radical animal-rights demonstrators ha[d] issued death threats and harassed researchers, based on information obtained at animal-care committee meetings.”\textsuperscript{90} Furthermore, at the 2006 congressional hearing regarding AETA, a researcher at the University of Wisconsin Madison Medical School similarly drew a connection between animal rights extremists and the wider availability of public information.\textsuperscript{91} According to her testimony, “follow[ing] a Freedom of Information Act request for [her] animal use,” her home address had been “circulating through an animal rights chat group,” and animal rights activists had then allegedly engaged in harassing tactics.\textsuperscript{92}

There remains today a common view that “[a]t a minimum, the release of the names and addresses of individual [researchers] increase[s] the risk that they will be used by groups intent on harassment, consequently increasing the hazards to [researchers] and their families.”\textsuperscript{93} The professional organization Society for Neuroscience, for instance, notes that “animal rights activists are increasingly using public information requests under the federal FOIA and state open records laws to identify” researchers and posting these researchers’ names to websites that “often encourage harassment of [principal investigators] and sometimes facilitate or suggest the use of violence.”\textsuperscript{94} Similarly, the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology warns that animal rights extremists can “use freedom of information requests to obtain intelligence on an organization’s animal research activities for

\textsuperscript{88} See generally Lyall, supra note 4 (discussing the rise of using state open records laws to force universities to disclose details of animal experiments).

\textsuperscript{89} Id.

\textsuperscript{90} Id.

\textsuperscript{91} 2006 AETA Hearing, supra note 40, at 15 (statement of Michele Basso, Assistant Professor, Dep’t. of Physiology, Univ. of Wis.).

\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 14–15.


\textsuperscript{94} NAT’L ASS’N FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, RESPONDING TO FOIA REQUESTS: FACTS AND RESOURCES 1.
future targeted action."95

The animal research advocacy group NABR (discussed above) likewise cautions that information obtained through open records requests is used “to request baseless investigations, seek criminal charges for alleged animal cruelty and ask for enforcement actions to be taken for alleged issues involving noncompliance” and to “encourage harassment.”96 NABR has even issued a guide for research institutions and researchers to address “the growing use of [FOIA] requests by animal rights extremists who increasingly use FOIA-sourced information to target scientists for harassment or violence.”97 While warning that researchers should always comply with the law, the guide details how to identify requests that may come from animal advocates, along with the types of documents often sought by activists.98

B. Oregon and Utah Restrict Access to Certain Animal Research Records Under Their Open Records Laws

Citing the risk from animal rights extremists, two states have introduced, and passed, amendments to their open records laws that exempt certain animal research-related records from disclosure.99

1. Oregon’s Public Records Law Exemption for Animal Researchers

Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) is home to the Oregon National Primate Research Center (ORPRC), one of seven federally-funded National Primate Research Centers in the United States.100 The ORPRC houses nearly 5000 macaques and baboons101 to conduct

98. See RESPONDING TO FOIA REQUESTS: FACTS AND RESOURCES, supra note 94, at 3–4.
research on diseases, neuroscience and other issues. In 2001, OHSU’s Hillsboro unit was accused of various animal abuses, though after an “exhaustive on-site review” the USDA found no evidence for these allegations.

Two years later, following extensive protests of the university’s animal testing, Oregon introduced a law exempting from Oregon’s Public Records Law “[t]he name, home address, professional address or location of a person that is engaged in, or that provides goods or services for, medical research at Oregon Health and Science University that is conducted using animals other than rodents.” The bill passed, despite some opposition. In particular, one State Senator opposing the bill noted that the exemption was unique in “allow[ing] the names of individuals to be exempted from public records disclosure” indeed, police officers could not withhold their names from disclosure. Notably too, Oregon law already had an exemption protecting individuals’ home addresses, personal telephone numbers, and email addresses.

While the bill was introduced as a temporary measure, the bill’s sunset period was subsequently extended, and eventually made permanent, based on the alleged continued threat from animal rights

---

107. Id.
108. Id.
109. OR. REV. STAT. § 192.445(1) (2015) (“An individual may submit a written request to a public body not to disclose a specified public record indicating the home address, [or] personal telephone number . . . of the individual. A public body may not disclose the specified public record if the individual demonstrates to the satisfaction of the public body that the personal safety of the individual or the personal safety of a family member residing with the individual is in danger if the home address, [or] personal telephone number . . . remains available for public inspection.”).
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In support of the 2005 bill, for instance, the provost of OHSU stated that the bill was “aimed at protecting researchers from harassment by animal-rights advocates,” whose “[a]ctivism ha[d] escalated in recent years to include intimidation and violence against scientists and their families.” When the sunset provision was further extended, the bill summary similarly noted that the bill was intended to protect OHSU researchers conducting medical research on animals, who “face serious threats from extreme animal rights groups.” According to the summary, there had been “over 50 separate incidents of home harassment targeted at these researchers.” The 2011 bill was justified on similar grounds, because “[t]he university asserts that extremists seek the names of individual researchers in order to frighten them at their homes.”

Notably, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of Oregon repeatedly opposed these bills, though ultimately unsuccessfully.

---

112. H.R. 3094 B STAFF MEASURE SUMMARY, supra note 111.
114. Id.
115. H.R. 3094 B STAFF MEASURE SUMMARY, supra note 111.
116. Id.
117. S. 392 STAFF MEASURE SUMMARY, supra note 111.
2. Utah’s Access to Research Workers’ Personal Information Bill

Five years after the Oregon bill was introduced, in March 2008, Utah State Senator Gregory S. Bell introduced the Access to Research Workers’ Personal Information Bill. Like the Oregon bill, the Utah bill amended the state’s open records law—the Government Records Access and Management Act (GRAMA)—to exempt that “the name, home address, work addresses, and telephone numbers of an individual that is engaged in, or that provides goods or services for, medical or scientific research that is (a) conducted within the state system of higher education, . . . and (b) conducted using animals.” The bill became effective in May 2008.

Also like the Oregon bill, the exemption was deemed “necessary to keep the addresses and phone numbers of animal researchers private for their own personal safety,” due to a “very disturbing trend” in which animal rights activists had “become very aggressive” in “harassing” animal researchers. Yet, the actual connection between the records request and the harassment was unclear. For instance, according to a representative of the activist group Utah Primate Freedom, the names and addresses of researchers were not found using FOIA requests.

---

120. Id.
125. Id.
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3. Even Without Legislative Exemptions, Animal Rights Extremism Is Used to Restrict Access to Records

Yet even absent statutory exemptions expressly dealing with animal research facilities, the threat of animal terrorism is still often used to restrict or deny access to animal-related records, particularly in the research context. For instance, in 2002, citing security concerns, “the USDA in February removed from its Animal Care Division’s Web site annual inspection reports of research facilities,” though access to these reports is once again available.127

However, there is little insight in the extent to which such grounds are used, as individuals denied an open records request—even wrongly—may simply leave the denial unchallenged.128 Under FOIA, for instance, a person denied records must first exhaust administrative remedies; yet only a fraction of FOIA requests denied based on exemptions are even appealed: for instance, in 2015 only around 171 appeals were made of the 2544 that the APHIS denied.130

Even so, when such denials are challenged, courts have generally rejected the possible threat of harassment or violence by some groups to warrant denial of access to records by all requesters.131

In particular, courts have generally been willing to order disclosure of information other than individuals’ names.132 In *Marino v. University of Florida*, the University of Florida had produced records relating to

---

128. See Appeals Received, Processed and Pending by the U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture in 2015, FOIA.gov, https://www.foia.gov/data.html (last visited Nov. 4, 2016) (select “Appeals” under “Select Report”; select “Show List of Agencies” under “Select Agency” and then select “Department of Agriculture”; select “Clear”, and then select “APHIS” and follow “Set” hyperlink; select “FY 2015” under “Select Fiscal Year”; follow “Create Report” hyperlink).
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thirty-three non-human primates kept by the University, but had redacted the locations of the primates’ housing.\textsuperscript{133} The trial court upheld the redactions based on the University’s testimony that limiting access to these primate facilities was part of the University’s security system and thus fell under certain “security system” exemptions to Florida’s Public Records Act.\textsuperscript{134} Without weighing in on the public policy issues, a Florida appellate court found that the location of animal research facilities did not fall under the exemptions.\textsuperscript{135} The University’s argument that “the nature of the public activities occurring at the facilities subjects them to physical threats” was not compatible with the liberal construction of the Act in favor of open government and the narrow exemptions from disclosure.\textsuperscript{136}

In \textit{In Defense of Animals v. National Institutes of Health}, an animal welfare organization sought records from a federal research facility relating to chimpanzees kept there.\textsuperscript{137} The Agency redacted information on the facility’s daily inventory of animals and the locations of the animals, among other information.\textsuperscript{138} Citing FOIA’s privacy exemption, the Agency claimed “[i]ndividuals with intent to harm animal care workers would be able to target the location with the greatest concentration of workers if this information is released.”\textsuperscript{139} The court, however, rejected the claim: “[O]nly the speculative potential of a privacy invasion without any degree of likelihood” was not enough to justify the exemption.\textsuperscript{140}

Similarly, in \textit{Jurewicz v. U.S. Department of Agriculture}, the D.C. Circuit upheld the USDA’s decision to release to the HSUS certain information about the sales and revenue of licensees’ dog breeders and dealers.\textsuperscript{141} Notably, the USDA had dismissed licensees’ “concern about alleged harassment incited” by the HSUS as unwarranted given the nature
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\textsuperscript{136.} \textit{Id.} at 1233 (citing Tribune Co. v. Pub. Records, 493 So. 2d 480, 483 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1986)). But see \textit{Mississippi State University v. PETA, Inc.}, which deals with a request by PETA for similar animal testing records from Mississippi State University, the Mississippi Supreme Court found the entirety of the forms exempt from disclosure, as containing confidential proprietary and trade secrets information. Notably, in arguing for non-disclosure, the University claimed that such information “could be used by PETA to identify specific researchers . . . and to harass or annoy [them].” 992 So. 2d 595, 596, 602 (Miss. 2008) (alteration in original).
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of the information sought and because the licensees’ involvement in the industry was a matter of public knowledge.\textsuperscript{142}

Likewise, in \textit{Progressive Animal Welfare Society v. University of Washington}, the court upheld redactions of names and other personal information, on the grounds that “the nondisclosure of those portions [was] necessary to prevent harassment as defined under the anti-harassment statute.”\textsuperscript{143} Yet while “acknowledg[ing] that some ‘animal rights’ activists have acted improperly and, on occasion, illegally,” the court found that the “protective measures of the anti-harassment statute provide a powerful shield against harassment as well as a sword against harassers.”\textsuperscript{144} Rather than restricting FOIA, “[t]he anti-harassment statute sends a clear message that threats, harassment and intimidation will not be tolerated.”\textsuperscript{145}

Recently too, in \textit{American Farm Bureau Federation v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency}, plaintiff animal agriculture trade groups sued the Environmental Protection Agency to prevent the release of certain information about Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (“CAFOs”) in Minnesota and Iowa.\textsuperscript{146} The plaintiffs asserted that farmers had “receive[d] threatening letters and telephone calls from extreme animal rights activists” and were “likely to be further victimized as a result” if the Agency disclosed the information.\textsuperscript{147} The court denied the challenge on standing grounds, noting that the location of CAFOs was already easily available on the internet and that incidents by activists had taken place years before any FOIA request.\textsuperscript{148}

In keeping with Oregon and Utah bills, however, many courts have continued to withhold the names of researchers from record requests. For instance, in \textit{Students for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. v. Huffines}, the North Carolina Court of Appeals ordered disclosure of certain information in applications for approval of animal research projects at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.\textsuperscript{149} The University had claimed, among other things, that withholding the
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information was necessary “to insure the safety and security of the researcher[s],” who “fear disclosure of their projects would result in violence against them and their staff.”150 While not allowing redaction of the entire application “because of the researcher’s fear of violence and harassment,” the court allowed redaction of the researchers’ names and other identifying information.151

Similarly, in American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Board of Trustees of the State University of New York, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals sought documents from New York’s Stony Brook University regarding its research on live vertebrate animals.152 Despite the University’s claim that releasing such information would have a “chilling effect” due to “fears of retaliation” and harassment, and the threat of “break-ins, thefts and arson at animal laboratory facilities,” the court ordered disclosure of information on the procedures used.153 But citing New York’s exemption for documents that “if disclosed would endanger the life or safety of any person,” the court allowed the redaction of the researchers’ names and other identifying information.154

In In Defense of Animals v. Oregon Health Sciences University, the court upheld the University’s decision to withhold the names of animal researchers under Oregon’s conditional exemption, balancing the public’s interest in disclosure against the University’s interest in nondisclosure.155 Although the University gave no evidence that the group seeking records had any illegal goals, University researchers testified that they felt “‘threatened by the rhetoric’ of animal rights groups” generally and that there was a “generalized concern” at the primate center about “harassment” and “threats to safety by various animal rights groups.”156 In contrast, the court found that there was no significant interest in disclosing researchers’ names.157

More recently, in 2014, a Connecticut court ordered a state health center to disclose the names and grant numbers of researchers who conducted experiments on animals and had been reported for failing to
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comply with animal welfare guidelines. The mere fact that there had been “numerous incidents nationwide . . . of violence, threats of violence and harassment directed at individual researchers, their families, homes and property” was insufficient to make disclosure a “safety risk” within the meaning of Connecticut’s open records exemption. The court further noted that the identities of the researchers were already publicly available. In June 2016, however, the Connecticut Supreme Court reversed the judgment and remanded the case to the State’s Freedom of Information Commission to apply a different standard of review in reviewing the lower administrative agency’s determination that disclosure of the redacted information would create a safety risk.

Some courts, however, have ordered disclosure of names. Indeed, two decades after American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, a different New York trial court found that the Freedom of Information Law’s life-safety exemption and personal privacy exemption did not bar disclosure of various animal research records from a public hospital. Noting that the researchers’ activities in areas involving the use of animals gave rise to a diminished expectation of privacy and that their identities had been disclosed in the petition, the court also ordered disclosure of information identifying the researchers, though permitted redaction of their contact information. A “history of violence by extremists” and a “general awareness of violence against animal researchers” were insufficient to establish a connection between disclosing the records and criminality.

Similarly, in State ex rel. Thomas v. Ohio State University, an attorney requested, under Ohio’s Public Records Act, records from the
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University of Ohio relating certain animal research scientists. While disclosing some records, the University redacted names and work addresses, which it deemed “necessary to protect the personal privacy and safety of the individual scientists.” The Supreme Court of Ohio compelled release of this information, however, noting that

while there is a concern that criminal conduct might result from the release of names and work addresses of animal research scientists . . . , the “answer is that criminal conduct should be punished by criminal sanctions” or that the General Assembly should consider a personal privacy exemption similar to those in FOIA, rather than resolving the matter through judicial expansion of the constitutional rights to privacy and academic freedom to forbid their disclosure.

CONCLUSION

The threat of animal rights extremism has been routinely used to justify the need for federal and state criminal laws. But even assuming this threat rightly warrants such laws—a debated issue—such a justification is less compelling in the context of restricting open records laws. As an initial matter, while groups like the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology have warned that extremists “can use freedom of information requests to obtain intelligence on an organization’s animal research activities for future targeted action,” it is unclear what, if any, connection in fact exists between open records laws and such extremism. Indeed, as the ACLU of Oregon noted in its statements against Oregon’s law, much of the information exempted from disclosure under the law had already been made publicly available.

More generally, unlike federal and state criminal laws, restrictions on access to government records, like the statutory exemptions in Oregon and Utah, do not target a small group—that is, those who violate the law. Rather, they deny access to records to the public generally, including animal activists, journalists, academic researchers, and
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others.175 Such a result is in tension with open records laws’ goals of government transparency.

And, operating together with criminal laws, open records restrictions may serve as a particularly strong barrier toward transparency. In particular, where some states’ ag-gag laws already criminalize the undercover filming of animal enterprises,176 restricting open records laws further forecloses an otherwise legal alternative to gather information about individuals and organizations that use animals.
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